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Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of Life's
longingf"or itself.
They come through you but not from you,
And though they are with you yet they
belong not to you.
You may give them your love but not your
thoughts,
For they have their own thoughts •
.' ¥QU ,ma.y:~ . ·h cuse ,,t heir ~bodj.es ..hut .no.t .,t heir
souls,
For their souls dwell in· the house of to
morrow, which you cannot visit, not even in
your dreams.
You may strive to be like them, but seek
not to make them like you. .
- Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet
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CHA.PI'ER ONE

NATURE OF PROBLEM: EVALUATING THE NEED FOR AGENCY BASED INFANT
AND TODDLER GROUP DAY CARE.

The purpose of this practicum is ·to demonstrate the need and
appropriateness of agency based group day care programs for chil
dren ages ' O - 3 years, to indicate' some

guidelin~s

based on a colla

tion of recent, but 'partial .and not -fully developed studies consis
tent with the aim of. maximizing the socialized deve19pment of 'each

.

child,
~
.

~th

certain desired characteristics in

~d

as end products.

.

care needs have been studied from several approaches:. on a

city, state and national level describing the need in terms of !lslots"
to fill, 'and from a neighborhood based approach where needs are
being met by neighbors in 1Inatural 1l arrangements.

These approaches,

however, do not fully take into consideration the role that public
attitude has taken in making day care .what it is today - a social
problem.
A social problem by definition is a condition which is de-

l

. fined by a majority or significant minority as a deviation from
some social norm.

It is the product of social attitudes, values

, and institutions and its soltuion can only be found by a change
I

in the existing social structure.

.

Society

tend~

either to deny

the problem or to attribute its , cause to external factors or to
seek quick results without analyzing adequately the source of .
the problem.

In this context, society makes day 'care a social
I

problem by defining it as a social service for families in need~
Day care centers are mushrooming across the country but with

a minimum of of supervision and controls to maintain high quality

2

and standards.

Parents pay approximately $100 a month per child

for private day care or they must prove inability to pay in order
to be eligible for the service under social agency auspices. 2
Federal and state funding reflects this attitude by providing day.
care'dollars for "past,present or potential welfare clients."J
In reality, the need

fo~

day care is on

an

institutional

level with families from every socio-economic group desiring some
form of supplementary care for their children.

The growth .of

this need can be seen in the Changing patterns of society, and how
they have affected changes in the family itself.

Iil the past,

. the family as "an institution was patriarchal, authoritative,
lived in a rural setting (its members wer~ nearby geographicallY)
and was in effect ,an economic and social unit.

The extended

family, as it was knovm to be, was responsible for the sociali
~ation

of its members; emotional, social, educational and

occupational role differentiation and expectations. were learned
and internalized by ·the child from his family.
Through the process of urbanization and industrialization,
the

extende~

family has been replaced by the nuclear"family .which

is characterized by social, geographical and occupational mobility
which has disrupted-family life, leaving families

loosely inte

grated with society and affecting its mental health and stability.
There'is a real fragmentation of family.·life and less c'onnnunica
tion due to the many diversions which isolate and divide family
members.

The majority ofaativities take place outside the home.

The importance of

teac~ -child-re~ring

techniques has diminished

leaV:.ng many present day parents without even basic child care

:3

knowledge.

As a result, much child-rearing depends on a parent's

tt.instincts" or on their mother, neighbor or friend's suggestion
and not on the specific developmental needs of the child,r The
present generation of young middle-class' mothers wa's raised by
upwardly ' mobile parents.

Activities increasingly took place

outside the home and babysitting became a means of earning ex
tra spending money and not of learning and practicing specific
child-rearing techniques.

There exists today a large group of

women who at the birth of their first child have never warmed
a bottle nor changed a diaper. ' Some depend on a few weeks'
course at the'YV1CA to learn how to care for an infant and others
read Dr. Spock.

All this demonstr.a tes ·the amount of importance

society places on child-rearing.
In reality, our culture is not child-oriented.
ly j in the United

state~,

Traditional

the Government takes little official

interest in the average child between his arrival, when a birth
certificate is required, until he is six years old, when the ·
compulsory school attendance law takes effect.
been that

f~ilies

The assumption has

took care of these early. childhood years.. Yet

the evidence is a?-l around that for some children, the family .
s,ystem is nqt doing the necessary job of preparing them for life.
For other children, the family is a viable emotional unit pro
viding some strengths, but the fathers and mothers are .so over
whelmed by adverse circumstances (sickness, ignorance, mental
illness, inability to cope with competitive, sophisticated city
. life) that those familie~ need help. in preparing their young
children for school and later life.

other children have competent

4
parents who can cope with life in adult terms but who, out of
ignorance, irresponsibility, or selffslmess, are not giving
priority to their duties as parents; these children also need
help. 4
(Society can ignore the needs of these children but it cannot
ignore them indefinitely or without cost.

Sooner or later, a

sizable ntmlber of them are going to show up as juvenile delin
quents, as mentally retarded children,. as emotionally disturbed
patient~

in institutions, as adolescent drug addicts, or crimi

nals in prisons.

As

we continue to view day care within a re

sidual framework, the needs of these children continue to be
ignore'd.

For example, on December 9, 1971 President Nixon vetoed

an anti-poverty bill

whi~h

had as its major component the Compre

henS.i ve .C hild Development Act of .1971., one of the most far-reach
ingmeasures ever passed by Congress.. The

sponsors ~-' of

this bill

recognize the need for a new institution in society, the insti
tution of orgariized supplementary child care for all children
whose parents need it.;
ThUS, the process of socialization (by which people acquire
a culture) as. a family function has been in part taken over by
formal institutions such as day care, nursery schools, Head Start,
camps, after school programs, boarding schools, Scout groups,
Little League and community centers.

The high degree of differen

tiation between these social institutions in modern society might
lead one to question whether the traditional family is needed at
.all.

W.any new family lUe styles are. evolving to try to meet the

demands of a constantly changing society which

~he

nuclear family

5

. has been .u nable to meet.

As Elizabeth Herzog points out in her

booklet entitled Children of Working Mothers the idea that a
child must be cared for only by his own mother or by one constant
is a cultural rather than a universal belief.

One only need to

look at the frequency of "assistant mothers" in primitive so
cieties as well as nannies or governesses in occidental culture
and the absence of evidence that children or the adulis they
-:become, . are~ harmed by it.

5

Some women, in fact, are better

mothers if these mothering activities are part-time rather than
full-time.
(The most important point to consider at this time is that
the care must'be adopted to the

chi~dls

needs, for it is the

quality of care and training the child receives that is more im
portant than who does it~ The losS' of family function so to
speak, can be seen positively as the family learns to · compensate
by enhancing the quality and 'quantity of fewer functions and to

share the care of children with other institutions.

The

tre~d,

according to Howard Halpern in his article "Alienation from
Parenthood in the Kibbutz and America", is toward greater parental
freedom as parents put an intermediary
their

bet~een

themselves and

childre~. 6

Phillip Fellin in his article entitled "A Reappraisal of
Changes in American Family Patterns" raises the question of which
family functioil is better performed by the family and which by an

institution outside the family.
coordination of efforts among

He feels that there is a need for

form~l

organizations and primar,y
•
groups in order to give maximum be:lefit to the family and society.

6

As an example, Mr. Fellin feels that the family is responsible for
the most nonuniform, idios,yncratic tasks whereas the organization
is responsible for certain uniform and repetitive tasks.

7

As the growth in parent-surrogate institutions offering chil
dren guidance, instruction, impulse control, socialization,
warmth and a sense of belonging becomes more prevalent, we must
ask ourselves what culture, 'what values do·we want transmitted to
our children and bow can families and social s.ystems
this process of socialization.

coordtnat~

How can we best prepare our chil

dren for the future and how can we ensure maximum performance of
highest quality.
(

(First of all, day care must be. seen within an institutional
framework in order to guarantee good quality' of care.

Since it

shares in the soqialization process of children, day care muSt
not be considered as a babysitting service or solely as a service
for the poor, but as an effective, positive,educational experience .
for children of parents who do not "need it" as well as for chil
d.i-en of parents who do. B In this way, all parents needing supple
mentary care will feel a personal investment in day care. J Too
often, maternal employment is equated with poverty, deprivation,
and emotional problems.

9

Working parents have ·long felt this .

stigmatism and carried the burden of guilt over putting their
children in day care, alleviated only during wartimes when women
had to join the workforce.

Industry has attracted more women in

to the labor force but only recently through the efforts of the
women I s liberation movement have women been able to feel comfor··
table about needingf'ul.fillment outside the home.

7

Florence Ruderman describes working mothers and their child
care arrangements in her book entitled Child Care and Working
Mothers.

Thirty-three percent of all met hers of children under

twelve years of age work and many others would like to and' plan
IO
to in the future.
These women C'CUne from all strata and :in great
majority from normal intact families.

Working mothers are less

subject to many ps,ycho10gical difficulties created by the pressure
to single-handedly raise their children. ~ sharing the socia1i
zation process with day care, parents will not be so emotionally
invested in the success or failure of their children, thus re
1ieving pressure and allowing children the 'freedom to grow and
develop at their own

rate~

Preparing our children for, the future means preparing them
for change.

One must not learn to adjust to change but rather he

must learn ways in which to make use Of it.

For the growth and

development of our children, this d<:>es not indicate the absorption
of knowledge, but a way of discovering knowledge in a constant pro
11
cess of re-education in the light of what is currently new.
We

must

provideo~

t

1

children with the techniques of managing know

ledge to do productive work, and to fill

leisur~

time. , The pur

suit of pleasure will have to be accepted as a virtue.

Pleasure

will have ,to cease being equated with J?on-doing and idleness and
come to be assoc iated with self-management , with self-imposed and
,

,

self-chosen activity.

12

The isolation of the nuclear familY has inadvertently created
a .vacuum of personality traits
which do... not lend themselves to
.
bui1diOg a better society but rather lead to further isolation.

I

!'

tf
t

r
I

!

'/

l
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As Ruderman states, "Americans remain prisoners of their illusion
that each family can stand alone - independent arid self-suffi
cient.,,1 3

Neatness, mistrust, competition, closedness and posses

siveness only get in the way of building better human relation
ships.

T~o~gh

day care, the socialization process can work to

change these negative characteristics by providing an atmosphere
of openness, generosity, trust, sharing and. much physical touching
and cooperatlon.,14 'Thls Will not work to undermine the family
but to enhance it by sharing in the socialization process.
The majority of day care arrangements are informal, 1lllor
ganized child care arrangements, that is:

73% are in home arrange

ments where care · is given by father, sibling or relative, 17%
of care is given by non-relatives outside of the home called
family day. care mothers, 7% 6f children are alone and 3% are
cared for in group care such as day care centers ~r nursery scooo1. 15
These statistics reflect society's system of priorities and an
attitude of serious neglect toward our children.

In home

arrangements .often creates domestic strain and 'conflict ·as the
16
mother is reluctant to criticize or demand too mUch.
Family
day care arrangements have their problems also.

They are often

l

I
rJ
!

not dependable and do not provide a consistent and stable envi
ronment for the child as they are constantly' changed due to trans
portation, personal problems, and to dissatisfaction with care
given and/or care received.

The quality of care is often ques

tionable because of the lack of supervision in nen-l-ieensoo 
homes and in

manY

cases lack of knowledge of the developmental

needs of children.

,j

9

In a stuqy of mothers using family day care conducted in New
York on a Children's

~ureau

grant, Willner, Vernon, Hunter, a.:nd

Schrieber found that they had "reason to fear that while the day
care of her very young children is the best the mother knows how
to provide or can. afford, it frequently is care which can ac
tually damage the child • . Too often children are being left with
a neighbor too old, or too young, or too tired, or too limited
in intelligence to give the child proper care". l7

Family day

care motpers also .suffer from society's .attitude that they should.
be "substituteH mothers providing a "home lf atmosphere for a child
who is considered not to have a functioning mother, home, and
family.

The ' women who take on the job are not thought of as

professionals, but as people who are not qualif'ied to do anything
els~.

In other words., th~yare at the bottom of the employment

ladder and the fees also reflect this.

Volunteers of America

Fami~ Day Care MOthers in Portland, Oregon, . receive $3.00 a

day per child which includes the noon' meal.

In aqtuality, children of working mothers do not need a
substitute home, family, and mother but rather supplementary

.

care given by !3killed, responsible warm, affectionate and atten
tive people. IS These qualities<can be found in home and family
day care ' homes as well as in agency based group day care pro
grams.

Nursery schools, head start and group day care are

usua1~

available for the enhancement of the socialization process for
the child 'between the ages

2t to

5 years.

However, the care of

infants has been left to. whatever irifQl"lIl!ll arrangements a fam:Uy .
can make, with the quality of care totally dependent on the care

10

giver.

Some parents prefer this type of child care arrangement.

Arthur Efulen in his paper entitled "Realistic Planning for the
Day Care Consumer, II describes ·the preference patterns of a sample

of working mothers Vlhowere .white and largely middle-class and li
ving in Portland, . Oregon • . He found that 72% of the Portland women
using family day care reported preferences for family day care

. a day care cent ere. 19
over group care ln
However,

diss~tisfaction

does exist as described earlier.

FiorenceRuderman found that "the greater the dissatisfaction the
mother feels with her present arrangement, the more lilcely she
is to be attracted to the idea of' a child care center, (and)
dissatisfaction was higher when inrant~ were involved. ,,20 Among
mothers with children under :3, the highest rate gave a positive
response to group care for children under 3 years. 2l She also
found that among working mothers in all connnunities, racial and
socio-economic, 47% feel they probably 'would use a high quality
child care center 'lmder community and' social agency auspices be
cause it promises good quality, constructive care for the child,
security and convenience for the mother, dependability, good care,
feeling of confidence and solution to

~

existing

pr~blems. 22

A good child care center was seen as having certain values in it
self rather than as a last resort.

She concluded that the

~ lIneed

for higher standards, better supervision and quality control, .and
l

more highly trained personnel can be achieved in child care cen

.!
\

-ters ' for infants than can be brought about in hundreds or thou-

I
~
rI

. sands of scattered family day care homes.,,23

!

Much research indicates that the years between 1 and 3

I
f

Il

11

are the most important in terms of a child's intellectual and
emotional development.

L. B . Murphy states that Head Start is

too late as studies suggest that by age 3, children already show

cognitive ' defici~s and emotional deprivations. 24 B. M. Caldwell
in her article entitled "The Rationale for Early Intervention"
pOints out that between the ages 18 months and .3 years, differences

in cognitive level and style begin to appear between children
from relatively prj.vileged and underprivileged backgrounds .,25
Sally.Provence states that "services to enhance

8

child's de

velopmentshould be availa,b le to him as ,e arly in his ]..ife
possible .rr26

8S
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CHAPrER TWO

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND GOALS

With this information and the day care situation as it is
today emerges the need for the development of agency based group
care programs for infants and toddlers to be proposed, explored,
studied, tested and evaluated.

For, assessment can only be made

after a realistic appraisal of the experiences that the ·setting.
provides.

Agency based group care for infants and toddlers will

help to dr.aw public att.e ntion to the need for quality .Jay care for
all parents and children ne.eding care and to change public atti
tude toward child-rearing of infe·n ts. and toddlers from one of "hit
or-miss" to a concentrated effort to allow each child to develop
to his

h~ghest

capacity both emotionally and intellectually.

Such programs will enhance the parents 1 child-rearing, alleviate
parent ...cbild pressures and detect at an early end reversible stage,
any problems that might develop.
Many of the group programs in existence today for the 0 to 3
years age child are on an experimental basis because of the fear
of its effects on young children.

Dr. John Bowlby is one of the

$ourc'es of this fear because of his findings that children in
institutipns were found to suffer from "institutionalism": they
were less interested and displayed physical and emotional defects. 27"
But these effects were the result of the lack of" stimulation and
not from the fact that they were carmfor in groups.
Much of the results
be

he~pful

.0 f

the research from these programs wi!:'.

in developing guidelines for future infant and toddler

13
group care programs.

However, since some of this research was

performed with disadvantaged groups needing so called compensatory
types of cognitive stimulation, the programs were highly
Bnd programmed.

structur~d

It is "Cl).y a im to steer away from the rigidity of

these programs, not discounting them, in order to develop a more
balanced approach to the multiJ)le needs of young children.

Another

aim in developing these guidelines will be to avoid the nursery
school model which.so many day care centers use.

In visiting a

day ca;re center in the Portland area, I was dismayed to see that
the toddlers were expected to participate in group act.,i.vities sit
ting in chairs at a table.

Imposing such controls on young chil

dren indicates an ignorance of their. developmental needs '.

It is

therefore extremely important to stress that when developing
guidelines for programs for very young children an understanding
of their physica,l, emotional, psychological and intellectual de
velopmental needs must come first.
through child-centered activities,
through adult centered management.

Quality day care enables growth
rath~:than

achieving order

Infants need a different kind

of care from preschoolers because their day care experiences must
be differentiated for children at different ages of development.
Very young children to

b~gi~

with need continuity in care and more

personalized and affectionate care.

Ruderman believes that these

needs may well "be more securely met in an organized, professional
setting • . • than in isolated, unsupervised, unprofessional pri
vate homes. "28 Because of the vulnerabi~ity of infants, day care
should be developed as a professional service of voluntary, in
dependent centers under diverse and perhaps multiple sponsorship

14
in order. to be able to innovate and insure high' standards and to
avoid the pitfalls of a mass custodial service and huge centra
lized program. 29

My purpose in this practicum is to develop guidelines for

a~

gency based infant group care programs so that an optimal environ
ment may be provided for a group of infants and toddlers who vary
in socio-economic status, race and sex.

The

state of Oregon and

city of Portland is in the process of developing such

guidel'ine~

and it. is my aim that this practicum will be of some value in
their efforts.

Also ,Fruit and Flower Day Nursery in Portland

expressed a desire to know lnore about the need for infant group care
and it is my aim to provide them wit.h some information on the
su~ject.

Perhaps they will take the initiative and launch an

infant care program!
There are limitations to my efforts starting with the fact
that I am no expert in the fields of child development and can only
depend on my methods of accumulating information for this practi
cum for

credibility~

"verification and justification.

I do not intend to discuss staffing, hours, and financial
aspects of running a day care center nor the health and dietetic
needs of young children as these issues can be better dealt with
by the agency director, pediatric nurse and dietician.

These

guidelines will attempt to provide for a day care environment from
which children will drew all the things they need to grow individ
ually, healthily and happily.

15
CHAPTER THREE

MEn'HOD OF PREPARING PRACTICUM
Preparation .for this practicum involved a review of -the
pertinent literature between 1960 and 1912 in the field of day
care, early child development and Israeli Kibbutz life.

The data

was collected on cards .
. Field observations ..were made at two day care centers in New
York, New York in June 1971:

the Riverside Infant Day Care Center,

490 Riverside Drive,' and the Infant Care Unit of the Child Develop
ment Center, 201 W. 93rd St., and in Portland, Oregon at the Lin
coln Street Baptist Church Infant Day Care Program, 3240 S.E.
Lincoln, and at the Portland State University C'hild Care Center.
My field work placement during the 1911-1912 academic 'year
has been at the Special Day Care Center in Portland, Oregon, a
day treatment center for emotionally disturbed children ages 3
to 8 years.

Much information has come from this experience as

well as from a weekly volunteer job at Fruit and Flower Day Nur
sery at Trinity Episcopal Church where the twenty children are
grouped together, ages 2! to 6 years.

I must also mention my

observations, although they may not be that objective, of my
daughter, Rachel, who will be 3

ye8r~

old on June 16, 1912.

She

has given me .much insight into the needs of a young child during
each growth period as

~ell

as first hand information and experience

in the Volunteers of America: family day care program with which
we have been involved during the 1971-1972 academic year.
::nformation was also gathered from a questionnaire which was

16
prepared to survey the ideas and feelings of working mothers
using Fruit and Flower Day Nursery.

It was sent to eighty-eight

parents along with the Fruit and Flower D3y Nursery parents I
F,ebruary Newsletter.

Few responded and so 'personal requests were

made to parents as they picked up their children from the Day
Nursery.

Thirty-four parents. responded.

This'· is not an offi

cial random sample to be evaluated but simply an attempt to have
some parental

involvemen~

in the preparation of this practicum.

A sample of the' questionnaire along with five tables based on it
are subinitted under Appendix .~r .
All this information has been organized into a format which
includes:

8"

statement of the problem, a proposed solution and a

justification of that solution as the main areas of discussion;
Federal Inter-Agency Requirements and city building codes have not
been included.
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CHAPrER FOUR
PROPOSED SOLUTION:

GUIDELINES

Knowledge of the nature of growth in the child provides us
with a dependable guide to the developmental and growth needs of
infants and toddlers.

There are predictable s'equences in his de

velopments and each step depends on the successful achievement
of .the previous step.3 0

Just what gives the child the impetus to

go ahead and grow involves an inner life force.

Dorothea Gilbert

describes this as "a feeling that the world is o.k., a sense of
·trust - of sureness and of safety.

But it goes on through all his

life . • • When he is an infant and cries, you .hold him.

His

crying tells you that he wants some loving; his relaxation and
happiness and peace tell you that you are right · when you give it
to him" .31

Developmental Needs of.Young Children
. Curiosity and desire for knowledge are also part of this life
force, the neuropsychological basis of which is represented by the
group of reflexes .connected with orientation, investigation and
imitation.

The child also strives for sOcial contacts, for attach

ments, the neuropsycholoe;ical basis of which is represented by ...··
smiling, contact reflexes and crYing.3 2
The behavior of an infant has an all-or-none quality to it.
He reacts to stimuli that excite his smell, taste, pressure,
bodily pOSition, temperature change and hunger}3
delaYf:d gratification and no concept 'of time.

There is no

Therefore the

18
repeated, regular and constant recurring rhythm of feeding, mak
irig comfortable and changing help to develop his first behavior

traits and satisfy this first basic need.

Through conditioned

reflexes he learns the signs of coming satisfaction, the prepara
tion steps before gratification and then he learns to delay.

At

the same time he learns to trnst in the coming satisfaction.

A

baby's direct movements include sucking, grasping, and turning
the head toward breast and light.
eye~

and hearing.

He

is soon able to focus his

Random movements lead to definite physical ex

perience as the baby begins to use parts of 'his body to touch and
experience the things he sees.

This active exploration of the

environment is differentiated and coordinated in response to
sensory stimuli.

Through grasping and touching the infant de

.\l'eJ.ops .recogn:Lt:i.oD "and.+p.erception..

,He .learns tha.t things .:that

can't be touched, only seen, are really there, then, when they
can't be touched or seen, are there too. 34 At first the baby will
be content by himself, 'looking and touching, then· he shows a real
need for companionsnip as he responds to the stimulus of VOices,
laughter and· pleasure and of showing pleasure along with

8

growing

interest in the world.
Next comes a sense of self, of stepping out to explore the
.

.

world, to test himself and his strength with it and against it, an
egocentric kind of life, filled with curiosity and little judge
ment .35 Along with his need

ror

physical comfort, touch and things·

to touch and companionship develops the need for space as the
autoIDIltic movements of Sitting, crawling,sta.nding and walking
are achieved.

Be makes comparisons by testing, manipulating and
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sorting and investigates events by.imitating them. 36

In other

words, he learns by playing.
With achieved command of himself and of things, he is ready
to move lnto a broader connection with people, trustworthy adults
and increasingly, other children through an imaginative and imi
tative play life.

His behavior is more controlled by cortical

reactions to verbal Signals than by conditioned reflexes to sen
sory s igria ls as his speech and thought develop.

G'eneralizat ion

and abstraction lead to the formation of concepts, ideas and other
thought patterns.

Speech develops through imitation arid indepen

dentlyof the. gradual development of language perception. 37
The need for verbal communication is important from the day
of birth and is especially important as thec,hild increasingly
uses

la~uage toe~press

what moves him.

Lenguage and the command

of speech have a great effect on his behavior as adults use verbal
communication to control a child's actions and':;stimulate or inhi
bit reactions.

Schmidt-Kolmer states that it "serves to confirm,

stimulate and instruct, gradually guiding the child's perceptions
from sensory-motor learning through trial and error to
,

recogniz~ng

,

by observation and finally to operate with words and thoughts. ,,38
Not mentioned but an absolute necessity to a child's develop
ment is the need for love, warmth, understanding, spontaneous in
terest, and enthusiasm provided by adults who care about each
child as an individual.

Lois Murphy states that" "children have

multiple needs to be met:
stimulation, space for

warm, mothering caretakers provide

a~tivity,

• • • , response to child's

efforts, along with lots of fresh air and good food - and a
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chance to experience joy.,,39
With an awareness of these developmental needs, day care
planning can strive to give young children the chance to develop
strong, healthy bodies, emotional stability with a positive selfconcept, trusting and independent outlooks, curiosity, and a

drive to learn, responsiveness to and considerateness of other
people and a capacity for participating in social endeavors and
carrying out behavior independently.40

The Group Day Care Environment:

a Balance of .Ex.periences

And now we must find a way to go with the child's capacity
to grow and use the environment selectively, complementing and
supplementing the child's own individual needs.

Prescott and

Jones state that "the longer the day for children in group care,
the more home as well

8S

nursery school characteristics should

be incorporated' into the program. ,,~~

To provide an atmosphere

conducive to healthy development, we'can draw on and

incorpor~te

the positive aspects of both the home and day care environments
(which use the nursery school as its model) and create a balance
of experiences ,to help each child to his fullest and healthiest
development within time and space.
In general, the environment contains space, ttme patterns,
things and people - all of which influence the child's sensory,
cognitive and motor development which are basic to normal personsilty and mental development.
to enhance his growth?

But, how does the environment work

~ccording

to

~escott

and Jones it offers

him . the opportunity to solve real problems which include "the need

~l

to learn:
1.

How to cope with onets self - with one's
body, with feelings, and with being alone.

2.

How to cppe with other children.

3. How to cope with adults - their expecta
tions, rules, rewards, and punishments.

4.

How to cope with the natural environment 
dirt ,rocks ,animals ,: weather.

5. How to cope with the man-made environ
ment -'cars, furniture, toys, written
language and so forth. "42
Problem-solving and learning coping mechanisms are impor
tant because they enhance a ",child 's sense of self and according to
Piaget , "the greater variety of experiences a child ' copes with,
the greater becomes his ability to cope!,,43

The home environment

does not necessarily run on a smooth schedule which is in many ways
an asset for the child.

There he learns problem-solving in adult

terms at first hand as his. mother handles the routine and nonroutine aspects of running a household.

He has the opportunity to

practice some problem-solving on his own provided he is acting
within the limits that his mother will allow.
has the freedom to choose his activitie's .

In other .w ords, he

Some homes 'and day care

centers are overstimulating and others are limited by space,
materials and the rigidity of adults.

A bal.ancemust be found

~o

meet each child's needs because according to Prescott and Jones,
children. "ga in

8

keener sense of who they are in, relation to the

world by making their own choices. ,,44
Another experience which increases a child's sense of self
includes the open expression of emotions.

Too often day care pro

grams restrict and stifle a child's feelings for fear of "losing
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control".

Families on the other hand may overindulge with in

tense and inconsistent expression of emotion which overwhelms the
. child and so a balance must also form between the expression and
control of emotions.
A healthy balance must also be maintained between the depen
dence and independence of a child.

Some families have difficulty

letting go and allowing their children to do things for themselves.
On the other hand, day care centers often prpmote too much inde

pendence, somettmes at its extreme called neglect, with the constant
turnoyer of staff who are often too occupied with "program" to be
sensitive to a 'child's need for indivi'd ual attention.
cases, it is the "actor-outer"

chi~dren

In many

who receive the individual

I

,attention in the form of discipline, while the more quiet children
are ignor.,ed.,

Prescott end Jones feel that "s child's strongest

impetus toward growt'h co~es from his 'family's interest in his in
dividual ' style of development,its encouragement of his newaccam
plishments, and its readiness to modify its activities and sched..;

,

. '.

4

ules to meet his . part icular needs. tI 5
The home a Iso gi ~es the child the oppor1funity to be a lone as
- his mother goes about her duties.

The child thus develops a sense

of identity as these experiences give him the chance to make de
cralons on his own and to decide whether or not to live up to
'adult expectations for his behavior.

Group . day care is often too

concerned for the safety of the children to allow this type of
freedom.
]'amil,ies and neighborhoods expose the child to a variety of
experiences that

8

ide in .the

'socializat~on

process'. , The,' ,child 'learns
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from his peers, from children of all ages and from adults of both
sexes through imitation and role identification.

Day care centers

often restrict this leerningprocess by grouping the children by
agesnd by insulating them from the ·daily activities of adults in
the home and neighborhood.

However, it does provide the child

with the opportunity to build relationships witp adults and chil-"
dren outside the family, enabling him to grow in confidence and
skill in leaving parents and forming relationships ~
Many rural homes offer the experience of exploring the
natural environment of 'trees, earth, rockS, grass, pla~ts, water,
animals, weather etc'.

Day care centers are the result of a :man

made world and often neglect to acknowledge man I s place in the
universe.

With a spba lt play ,yards and man-made equipment a child

misses the opportunity to discover himself in relationship to the
naturel environment.
Urban homes are often restricted by space inside and available
play ' areas outside and in this respect day care centers provide for
much physical activity.

There is usually a variety of eqUipment

to exereise' both large and small musc:l:-es.

However, restrictions

to'the proper use of the equipment often restrain and stifle a
child's imaginative use of it.

Prescott and Jones also point out

the assets of a more flexible time schedule found in the home in
contrast to the more rigid scheduling found in day care centers
where coordination of staff hours must be achieved.
and toddler, we must strive to attain

8

For the infant

flexible attitude without

diluting the need for continuity and routine.

i

I
I

l

[

Can such a balance of experiences be achieved when planning

,J

~Ji

for

agen~y

based group day care for infants and toddlers?

I be

lieve it can and the following discussion will describe the pro
posed guidelines in terms of size, routine aspects, and nOD
routine aspects of such a program.
Size of Program
The questionnaire submitted to parents of Fruit and Flower
Day Nursery included the following question· on size of program:
"With wbat size program would you and your child feel most com-.
fortable?"

The majority of parents (30 out of "34 responding)

agreed that they would prefer a program with from 0 - .20 chil
dren enrolled,

(See Appendix, Table 1). This is interesting be

cause of the implications it suggest.s .

Day care centers are

usually the most non-neighborhood form of child care.

Usually

there is more trans.p ortation involved and programs are on an
average larger and more impersonal .. . Also, Ruderman reports that
distance from home is associated with dissatisfaction with the
arrapgement. 46 These results suggest that parents want smaller,
more personal programs that are more neighborhood based.

Fruit

and Flower's satellite program at Trinity Episcopal Church is just
such a program with 18 children housed in a church and serving
the Northwest neighborhood of Portland.

Discussions with the

starf' of ·thisprogram indicate that they feel more comfortable
with this size in comparison with Fruit and Flower Day Nursery
which serves 80 children and where they previously worked before
.coming to the smaller program.

They feel more relaxed, flexible

and personal in their sty'le and approach to child care.
not a part of

8

They are

huge operation where scheduling is so important.

,~5

They can .go outside when and as
when they want.

lo~

as they desire, eat what and

All these pOints are significant in planning for

infants and toddlers who need a more flexible personal and indivi
dualized approach..
Agency based infant and toddler group day care programs could
be housed in a neighborhood church or even in s· school house or
apartment building.

In RuSSia, 5~ of the aPartment buildings are

reserved for creches (infant care programs) .47 To ' be connected.
with a·day care program for

2! to

6 year olds would be ideal as

the mother who needs day care for more than one child

Df

different

ages would feel more secure in having her children cared for under
the same auspices and in not having to make two separate' arrange
ments.
parent

With s'ome form of transportation between the satellite and
cente~,.

this problem would be alleviated.

Use of Space
Preparing our young for the real future and . for insuring op
timal

emotional, inteilectual and physical health, depends on

providing a child with the chance for individual discovery and
problem-solving of everyday real life situations.

In order to in

corporate these experiences into an infant and toddler program,
Schmidt-Kolmer feels that "life should proceed ·a s in a family
home. so children see and experience how meals are prepared and
served, clothes washed and ironed and mended and kitchen cleaned.
" Those that cannot be experienced in reality should be showed
.through games. "48 The rooms of the center should therefore re
semble the kitchen with c:abinets with pots and pans and utensils
to explore,

8

sink, ' oven and refrigerator for the preparation of
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-

.

meals and the bedroom with beds to make, drawers with clothes to
investigate, laundry to fold etc., living room, bathroom, playroom
all readily available for real use by adults and explorative and
imitative use by the children.

If only a large room is available

then it can be broken down by room dividers etc., to give the child
a feeling of cozy intimate space.

~wo

Even though

year olds are 

constantly on the go developing and using their motor skills, they
may feel lost in aD enormous amount of space.

The . size -and shape

o

and the arrangement of closed and open areas
m~Gt

ar~

be considered in relation to the number of

important and
childre~

involved,

their needs for motor discharge and vigorous activity, their
varying interests and needs for areas · for quieter types of acti
vities. 49
Other important

aspec~

of the environment include the need for

bright colors on walls, bureaus, cribs, tables and chairs

to

et~.

stimulateand gen'erate a feeling of al.iveness end happiness.

Very

young infants (3 to 6 months) really enjoy space and need the
opportunity to exercise on the floor for muscle development.

The

floor should be considered as an important level' as young children

.

.

need to roll, tumble, crawl and play with toys on it.

Larger move

ments develop first such as shoulder and knee before wrlstand
ankle, hand before finer movements of fingers.

There is

8

sensory

delight in movement for its own sake as well as the discovery that
space is distance that can be conquered by the bQdyas it runs,
fells, climbs, jumps or throws.

Schmidt-Kohmer states that a

child needs an interplay of stability and continuity in the en
vironment as well

8S

change and. variety. 50 Stability and contiD\tity
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are provided by the adults who care for him end by

8

daily routine

consisting of sleeping, waking, eating, and care of body needs.
Within this framework, a child learns to separate and distinguish
the particular from general and changing from constant.

It gives

him the security he needs to trust his environment and his care
giver"s and is a necessary step in helping him reach out and ex
plore •

Within this fixed framework, the child is able to respond

to a change and variety of impressions and experiences.
Space outside to learn about the natural environment, and to
exercise on swings, bicycles, tires, seesaws, climbing and balanc
ing equipment is a Iso important to a child's development .
in Portland, Oregon requires

8

covered play area.

Living

Walks in the

neighborhood are necessary for this age group as they provide
fresh air and a constant source of change' and variety.

Together

with the motion of the carriage or stroller and the changing
scenery going by, all of a child's senses are stimulated.
Play
Everyday objects and . t 'oys in the environment are the' means by
which

child plays and according to Bladergroen, "play is the

8

manner .in which the growing child confronts· the world :3n~, through
so dOing, discovers his own self."5 l
world,

8

necessity of life and

adjustment and development.

Play is the child's living

esseriti~l

for . good· .harmonious

P18y takes a functional form in

the ·infant because his mouth is the center of his mental life
in feeling and impulse.

According to Susan Isaacs, he "eats aDd

tbinks with his mouth. "52 . With it

.

~he

baby acquaints ·himself

wi th his mother or caregiver, his o'm hands, feet and then things.
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His eyes focus on sometning his hands clutch.

Contacts lead him

to know and to recognize, to do, to act, to learn.

As his mouth,

eyes and hands get to know things, practice .increases and as he" ·
practices, mastery takes place.

The growth of being able to do

something and thus of knowing how to do something work together as
play takes on

9

more explorative form.

According to Bladergroen,

the degree of practice determines the forms of

explorat~on,

(with

out exploration there is no stimulus to practice), of possibilities.
of expression and of creative play.

She states that ·"in handling

things the child's astonishment grows concerning all that exists
and is possible; imagination builds up around everything, a new
world of its own in which the most remarkable things are possible. ,,53
Play is social in its direction and in the world of fantasy

,

i

I

8S

it gives the child a

c~nce

to

pr~ctice

being mother, father,

new baby, policeman, going to bed and getting up.
vide him with the models

~or

human roles.

Grown-ups pro

Through play he is able

to do and to be all the things he may.not do, and cannot be in
the real world.

Fantasy makes it easier for bini to fit himself

into the real world as it provides "a refuge from the moment-to
moment .p ressures of real demands, and lets .him return to them
refreshed. "54

It is a safety valve for his hidden wishes and

fears.
Play also helps a child become conscious of the ego by
discovering one's own self as the center of action and explora
tion.

The degree and nature of the ability and knowledge that

form the environment for this ego, determine and influence through

..

fa ilure' and success the fmtaer mot:Lvation for self-evaluations.
Efforts and successes ..and fa ilures in repeated play experiences

~~9

are as important to a chi'ld.' s mental life as adult activit:te.s,
Making and destroying also give pleasure as well as relieve ner
vous tension.
In summary, children f s play is seen as the vehicle for devel
opment, is vitally linked with healthy development and is even a
.condition for it.

Play is how children amuse themselves; it occu

,pies almost their whole life.

Herzka feels that lithe history of

hJs play is the history of his personality as it develops and
discovers its creative,aptitude.

Play enables 'us to perceive

the whole child, in his motory, emotional, social or mbral life.
-Like language, ·a lthough in another way, play informs us about the
child's successive mental structures'.

It reveals how different

-the world conceived by the child is from that of adults. u 55
· ;M&t-er.;i:a·l s
The kind of materials 'that enhance play consist of everyday
'-objects and toys and the choice of these materials creates the
, -conditions for a child 's

encounter~

and thus for his

educat~onal

,:and ethical influences in the socialization process.
functional value in giving the

child ' pr~ctice

in

moto~

Toys have a
activities.

They also have an experiential quality as the child receives sen
sory impressions and representational value ,by giving the child
the possibility of independent representation.

Play materials

give a child relationship value as they serve to transmit rela
tionships between the child, and his playmates 'and with adults. 56
~ere

8S

is also a developmental value in the choice of materials

the child grows and matures.

Too often parents shower toys on

festive occasions and birthdays instead of according to developmen

;~o

tal needs.

And lastly, materials have an educational value as

they enhance a child's capacities for logical understanding,
judgement and imagination.

All this means that the selection of

toys must provide the child with the opportunity to practice many
sided functions keeping in mind that a child learns best when the
information and materials offered him are in line with subjects
in which he has shown a natural interest, involvement and curioSity,
when learning is self-motivated and comes from independent pursuit,
active involvement and direct experie'nce .57

One of the problems

with the selection of toys in homes is that they are chosen accor
ding to what the parents desire.

Many parents buy girls girls I

toys, and boys' boys' toys thereby transmitting a cultural value
which tends to set the sexes apart.

This can be avoided in the

day care settipg where boys and gir1s have the chance to test them
selves out with all types of toys.
There are 'natural toys consist.ing of water , sand, stones,
earth,- trees, grass, animals, etc. ana everyday objects called
cultural toys which should be made available to the child as soon
as he can make use of them.
sumer goods,

a~d

These include household objects, con

ready-made 'toys bought from stores.

Homemade

toys are particularly meaningful 'as during preparation, a child
learns how human capacities can serve ,to produce and

shap~

some

thing. 58 They represent personal efforts for the child.
There should be occaSional toys, such
to enliven

8

8S

paper made objects,

child's daily life which do not need to be taken

care of as they are only.intended to q,ring a child quite simple
spontaneous jqy..

And there should be permanent toys, sturdily
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made and played with and eared for by all.
Inf8nt~

respond to simple shapes, clearly contrasted

col~rs,

well defined , sounds and movements especially repetitive movements
from rattles, mobiles, music boxes, and mirrors.

Objects for

touching, feeling, banging, throwing or combining teach the baby
,the qualities of things , and of wbathe can do with them.

As the

infant's motor abilities increase, he doesn't need lots of toys
as he is 'using his'own body ,s o much.

Such things as a spoon and

tray to bang it on, bell, ribbons, box with lid to put things in
and take out, wooden bricks give him a sense of power -a'nd mastery.
In the second year a child enjoys a ball, a squeaky doll, set

ot wooden rings and

~

nest of boxes ~ a large soft bag to put his

treasures in, shoes to tryon and books such as Pat the Bunny -and ~
b~g

colorful illu,s trat ions togo along with nursery

r~ymes..

It

must be remembered that two year olds do not yet understand "tak
ins turns" and need duplicate equipment.
bathtubs give a child practice in

Water- " I>lay',~ in

~anaging

sinks and

a cup, and sand

spoon'give him practice at managing food.

~nd

I suggest that music

from the radio and record player also be a part of everyday ex
perience because it contains the capacity to soothe, excite, charm
and lull tQ sleep.
Outdoor play shows how children seek movement of bodies with

toys by running, conquering balance, height, depth and distance.
There should be things to help physical growth; climbing frame
chairs, and stairs, slide, seesaw, rugs and
for making things:

ligh~

materials

cushion~8nd

building blocks, bricks, beads, playdoh,

paper for tearing, crayoning, painting and gluein& with

8

balance
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of formal materials for getting to know geometric shapes, sizes
and counting.

This can be done with sets of blocks graded in size

and form,boards and boxes and puzzles for fitting and sorting
(Montessori and Creative Playthings are examples), and informal
materials like pots and pans, canned foods of varying size and
fruits':and vegetables.

Doing things for himself such as eating,

drinking, washing and drying, dressing and putting things away
must not be omitted for the sake of time and patience.
-, According to Morgenstern, "the essence of a toy is that its
appeal to the child is direct and not the ,results of demands or
appeals made by some other person.

Toys are therefore the most

appropriate tools for training infants and children whose language
and social skills are still rudimentary".59

They should be placed

so that they are readily available to the child.
People
The day care environment conducive to healthy growth for inrants and toddlers is made up of space, objects and materials. and
most important by people

8S

they select and define that space, ob

jectsand materials according to the child's needs.

They are the

main factor in the environment for infants end toddlers who need
the security and continuity of repeated daily

con~acts.

They

possess stimulus qualities as their time, energy, tempo, under
standing, attentiveness, and ease of emotional responsiveness
pour into their relationships with the children.

Their continuity

and consistency contribute to the child's experience of the mother
~igure

.

and. support or interfere with· the child's capacity to inte

grate different experiences.

They provide the infant with physical

.Il'
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care as well as bedy centa'c t 's ppreprate to. the child's craving
and telerance.
Accerding to. L. B. Murphy, a "caregiver shareswith and evekes
pleasurable respenses frem the infant and recegnizes and tries to.
alleviate unpleasant experiences by previding cemfert when a child
is hurt.

She er he helps the infant and small 'child with his feel

ings .snd.gra,d ually the child. understands cemferting werds when
~ccempanied

by soething handling, and in time the vords themselves

become cemforting. ,i-60 ~e adult respends to. verbal cemmunicatiens,
helping the infant cennect sounds with ebjects,
fic needs.

actio~s

and speci

In summary, he er she respends tewha1:! the child initi

ates, valuing what he effers ·and building en his spentaneeus

.

tivity as well as en his cemmunicatien.
-moe-tof ,each··enoeunterwi,t h .'the chil.d.
is at work

8S

the adult responds

to ~

61

8C

In -short, -they make the

A . reciproca~illg

..m echanism

the child who respends to. the

adults and all this helps to. develep. a sense of trust, 8 feeling
•
geod abeut himself, interest in the envirenment, curiosity,~tc.
Contact with humans is mere impertant than stimulatien frem
impersenal ebjects as human
in helping a child to. learn.

relatiensh~ps

are the

pr~ry

factors

These ' were the cenclusions ef

8

study cenducted by Harlem Research Center ef the City University
of N.Y.

There were three greups of two. year old males:

group with no. extra stimulatien,

8

a centrol

cencept group receiving two. heurs

a week with an adult of concept building stimulation, and
cevery group receiving two heurs a week with
learning stimulation.

8D

8

dis

adult of discevery

Tae cenclusions stated that learning is

not dependent en what the child is taught but

OD

the cenditiens
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under which he is taught, specifically, the nature of the adult
child relet ionship ~2
Every activity in a day care center can be an occasion for
conversation as the adults share experiences in play, mealtime,
body care etc. with the children.

Caregivers should feel com

fortable singing and repeating nursery rhymes and rolling and
tumbling on the floor with the children.

This will increase the

child's vocabulary and enlarge his capacity for communication in
a natural, highly motivated and spontaneous way.

A newborn in

fant learns the value of sound when crying brings attention,
·cooing brings s smile.

As he connects sound with effect, he learns

to use it to express definite

desir~s

and feelings.

Words have

no meaning until children have rich contact with things.

Susan

Isaacs feels that the "most cruel words are fdon't toucb! which

.

means don 't learn, don 't grow, don 't be intelligent. 11
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Adults

should also be aware of non-verbal communication in children who
need to be loved but are unable to express this need.

Children

develop their own vocabularies at home and so there must be an
awareness of these words as well as of individual differences in
physiological, social,emotional makeup of each child.
Barents of children

~ttending

Fruit and Flower Day Nursery

indicated on the questionnaire the qualities they would like
to see in the persons caring for their children.

Responses in

cludedwarm, understanding, . intelligent, patient, kind, imagina
tlve, individualization of children, "one who loves childhood and
does flot attempt to adult:-ize youngsters, tI "a person who digs kids
and the things they dig."

Many parents wrote that they wanted
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the staff to be knowledgeable in early child development.

Radin,

quoting from a Russian book entitled The Upbringing of Young
Children in Children's Establishments; states that adults caring
for young children "must not only have the necessary skills and
technical know-how, but above all love children, love their work
and rea lize its immense im:Ik>rtance. ,,64 ·
How can such ideal types of people · be found?

Unlike many

academic communities in the world, the United States does not pro
vide for training for infant care yorkers except for degrees in
pedia't ric nursing ·andearly childhood education.

Schnridt-Kohmer

describes a three-year training program in Germany for a "nursery
nurse" offering both theoretical and practical experience.

The

theoretical part includes problems of child growth, psychology
and education of small children anq the practical experience in
volves child care, dietetics, anatomy, phy,siology, pathology,
65
.
prevention and treatment of disease. . Child development programs
which will produce more experts in the field are beginning to
appear on college campuses.
As earlier stated the staff must provide adult role models
of both sexes.

Their

r~lationships

to the children should be

at a mintmum of one staff to four children ratio which is recom
mended by the book, Guidelines for the Care of Infants in Groups
written by Sally Provence for the Child Welfare League of America,
and by Bettye Caldwell who also suggests that each staff member
do something other than .child care such as fold diapers etc. 66

In this way, the

childre~

experience seeing adult activities such

as cleaning, cooking as .they follow and imitate their caregivers
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while they are carrying out these duties.

It might also cut down

on maintenance expenses!
Parents of children attending Fruit and
responded to the question, "whom do you

~lower

th~nk

Day Nursery

t 'h e director of a

day care program for infants and toddlers should be?"
Table 2 describes these responses:

Appendix,

11 preferred an early child

development expert, 4 preferred a social worker, 3 preferred a
mother, "'2 preferred a teacher.

Eight had multiple responses and

6 chose other or gave no response.

With these results, I would

recommend having a qualified pediatric nurse who could take care
of emergencies as well as non-emergency situations not requiring
a doctor.

The questionnaire showed preference'

~or

a child develop

ment expert of either sex who would be responsible for psychologi
cal and child-rearing aspects of the program.

A·: social 'Worker is
" I

also suggested for part of staff to do intakes with the strong
recommendation of home visits of newly admitted children to assess
the home environment so that it can be coordinated with the center
and to keep close association with parents.
Parents

benefit~

from contact with the staff even if it is just

I
I
t

Ii
f

for a moment while they deliver and pick up their child.

Brief

daily reports can be exchanged between parents and the staff who
provide a visible model for parents' r9le as teachers of their
children.

Since the care of their " young children will be provided

by two to three major caregivers, the mother will have a constant
figure to relate to on a daily'basis so that should problems arise,
they can be dealt with

imm~di8tely.

There is bound to be some

feelings of emotional estrangement between .mother and child created
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by the mother's becoming cut off from the child's daily experiences
and rivalrous feelings between parent 'and staff.

These can be

alleviated if the staff initiates and generates a shared, open and
loving feeling towards the parents with whom they share in the so
cialization process of the child.
Parent Involvement

On the questionnaire parents expressed-their desire to be in
volved in the

.

pr~ferred

plan~i~

group

of such a center.

co~tact,

5 preferred individual, 13 desired both

types of contact and 9 did not respond.
on a continuing basis:

Out of 34 responses, 6

They saw thei!", involvement

15 preferred once a month, 10 as often as

necessary, 3 once a week and 1 did not respond,

(See Appendix,

Table 3).
From the first contact, the staff can reach out to help the
parents feel comfortable with their decision to have their children
in day care, and prepare their children for separation and day care
experience.

By involving them from the beginning, parents will

feel more eager to make their valuable contributions.

For it is

the parents' attitude toward day care that is felt by the child.
If the parent is not comfortable with it, then the child will not
feel comfortable either.

Parents can guide the, staff in making

day care closer to home by bringing favorite objects from home
a'nd ' by introducing some of their unique cultural backgrounds.;
Parents can a 150 reach ' other parents.

For, infants and toddlers,

it is especially important for the staff to have regular, short,
if pOSSible, daily, contacts with the parents to keep continuity
of care for his physical and psychological development and for
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his general health as well as planned formal discussions.

Daily

records should also keep track of this information.
Grouping of Children
The grouping of infants and toddlers is a debatable issue.
The results of the questionnaire (see .Appendix, Table

4) indicate

that 15 parents preferred their children to be with children of their
own age, 5 parents preferred that th'eir children be in -mixed groups,
12 wanted a mixture of both and 2 felt that their children should
be vith the age. group they feel most comfortable.

These figures

are somewhat clouded by the fact that ' 23 out .of 34 parents wanted
their infant or toddler in group care, but 22 parents out of 34
would not start their child in a
(see Appendix, Table 5).
the parents

~esponding

gro~pcare

program until 2 years

The questionnaire did not clarify to

whether mixture of age groups referred to

infants or toddlers, although it was

implied~

or to their children

already attending Fruit and Flower Day Nursery (ages 2~ to 6
years).

The responses might reflect 'nature of the particular

child andlor parenta 1 fears.
There

ar~

and toddlers.

some strong arguments in favor of mixing infants
First of all, children will be grouped roughly

according to age in day care and school from age 3 to 18 years.
Grouping by age seems to foster competition instead of coopera
tion and thfs does not coincide with the values outlined in Chep
ter 1 that will work to build trusting relationships and a better
society.

Meeting the demands of four 2 year olds would be diffi

-

cult for one caregiver if seperationby age was the policy.
Children in this age group are so cllughtup in the very process of

i

.i
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piaying, doing their own thing.
p~sure

They enjoy the company and ex

of other children, but these don't have to be of the same

age group.

For the older ones, exposure to younger children can

serve to lessen sibling rivalry when the ' child's parents have
another child.
Older children in the gr.oup will see at f ·i rst hand .what is
involved in caring for an infant and can begin to help now and then
if .they want.

Early child-rearing techniques will be inculcated

by each child as he watches and experiences them in action.
ing

8

Hav

mixture of age groups would a llow each child to be cared for

·by a minimum of caregivers since that child would nat be trans
ferred into older age groups until 2~ to 3 year.s when he would
move out of the program.
child-staff relationships.

This would decrease frequent change in
Being played with by older children

and adults helps the infant become accustomed to different people.
Their delight, pride and surprise at a baby's reaction provide an
important feedback to the infant and, by enhancing the importance
to him of his own achievements, stimulate f-urther efforts on his
part.

Children learn so much from each other that it would be

depriving them of an experience which will have far reaching
effects, as boys

a~d

girls of different ages learn to spend their

leisure time together without constantly. having romantic interest
implied.
Schmidt-Kohmer describes some attributes of mixing children
of different ages.

She found that the younger ones develop faster

by imitating older ones.' They learn,to talk faster and learn to

use tOle toilet without pressure from adults.
... .

".

'

Their behavior to- .
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wards one another is kinder and more considerate, and older chil
dren develop a sense of responsibility and helpfulness as they
hel.p to take care of younger children.

They require less care

themselves and can respond to verbal instruction in activities
and behavior. 67

She suggests that the children be divided into

uj'amilies" as in a regular family.

With two caregivers working

together with eight children,then individual demands of the
children can be met one at a time without causing the child to
~it£or

bathroom, bedroom and meal, because she feels that an

,infant and toddler program should avoid everything that compels
8

child to wa it about- without doing anything.

8

room of their own with separate

eq~ipment

68

Each group having

as well as taking

part in daily activities bfother rooms - kitchen, laundry etc.
will give each child room ', to grow with the companionship of adults
and children.' Murphy feels :that such ,c ontinuity of a few basic
warm relationships "contribu1?es to

~he

development of a stable

"core of self, a sense: of being valued; a capacity for dependaple

relationships, a sense of trust and identification with motherly
and£atherly

~dults It

69

'

and children.

Starting Age
Another issue receiving ' a diversity 'of opinions is the minimum
age at which to start a child in the day care experience.

As

stated earlier, the majority of parents from Fruit and Flower D3y
Nursery responding to the questionnaire did not feel that a child
should beg'i n until after 2 years.

Their reasons were that the

.

young child should be cared for in the home.

.

They did not want a

school atmosphere which is associated with day care for their '

-0- 0.0,
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children and rightly so.
atmosphere" within

8

It is difficult to envision a "home

group care center and being able to provide

each child with all he 'needs for
this feeling is

8

8

healthy development.

But

cultural rather than an accurate assessment of

the setting and it is the aim of this practicum to clarify and
change public attitude toward day care for infants and toddlers.
The minimum age at which to begin an infant in group day care
depends on the effect that separation from his mother has on the
infant·s development.

Yarrow refers to this as the "critical

period concept" and feels that maternal separation is nore criti
cal during the development .of focused object relationship and after,
than for younger children.

He also states that social depriva

tion is more critical during the 3 - 12 month period than for the

o-

3 month period.

? Schmidt-Kohm~r

7

supports these theories in

her statements regarding adaptation to a new environment.

She

states that environmental change has a slight effect f'or the 0 
3' month old infant but for the

6 - 24'month old child it was

. difficult to adjust to a new environmental relationship.

Change

in environment means change in customary relations, a strain on
the nervous system and takes the form of fluctuations in physical
well-being, disturbance in growth and behavior and increased ten
dency to illness. 71 For the 2 to 3"year old, adjustment is often
easier because his nervous system is more flexible and stronger.
He has

8

growing Understanding of language and increased powers

of imagination which makes adjustment easier.

..

These statements seem to suggest that the minimum age to begin
aD

infant in group day care should

b~

before he is 3 months old
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and no later than 6 months.

At that time the child would be

assigned to a group and would stay with that group and the same
caregivers until the end of his third year.

If a transfer has

to be made due to personal preference or'difficulty on the part
of the caregiver, mother, or child, then it should be made if
possible no later than 1 - 8 months.

Infant day care programs

usually transfer a child from the infant to the small children's
group at one year which has very unfavorable results.72
Facilitating Separation and Adjustment
But, practically speaking, children come into a program at
. varying ages. 'Age of child is a factor to consider in facilita
ting adjustment, but it is how the.child is prepared for changes
and how he is helped, to adjust that is important.

To make their

adjustments easier, day care must be introduced gradually, one or
two hours

8

day for the first week with the mother present if

possible for part of. the time so that the child can return to her
at any time in order to reassure himself of her availability. 73
Having a favorite toy or blanket from home often helps
;tn this way

~he

8

child.

Parent and caregiver can get to know each other

and discuss the child's needs, health, food, growth, rest and
development.

The child will feel the mutual understanding and

respect between his ' parent and caregiver and therefore know that
he will be in good hands.

Discussion of the center's care and

values is important before the child becomes full-time as these
must be clarified and agreed upon before his entrance.
cal ard emotional

proble~

arising

i~

Psychologi

the mother because of plac

ing ht·r child in day care, if any, must be worked out as they also
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affect a child's adjustment.

If a child is old enough to under

stand, then he should be told in advance that his parents are
having him cared for (not "leaving" him) at 'the center while they
work.

Gilbert describes,parents as the core of children's lives

and "children are concerned about their separation.

They want

to know and feel that their parents accept the rightness and neces
sity of care away from them and sense the parents' confidence that
the care will be good and that they want it for them. ,,74

The same

care and preparation should be given when a child or 'staff member
leaves.
Health Care and Discipline
Health care in an infant and toddler day care program is of
primary importance because thisege group is

50

susceptible to

illness and disease. ' There must be .special attention paid to main
taining cleanliness of the facility, sterilization of the bottles
etc. and provid,ing good nutrition and health care.

The public .,

'h ealth nurse should be responsible fQr ensuring high standards in
this area as well as dealing with such things as poor digestion,
colic, diarrhea, constipation, etc.

A consulting physician avail

able at all times and perhaps a monthly well-baby clinic operated
at the center are strong'l y suggested.
end' his separat ion from the group

~s

If a child becomes sick
necessary, then he should be

removed from contact with the other children but not necessarily
isolated in an isolation room which is often frightening to the
child.

Schmidt-Kohmer found that respiratory infections were the

most common illness and to strengthen a child's resistances, she
suggests some hardening processes:

..

daytime naps in the open eir,
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sun-baths in the warm weather, rubdowns and good diet.

The happy J

active, and best developed child is more resistant to disease. 75
Most interractions with young infants occur while bodily needs
are met.

Caregivers should make the

these occasions with

mos~ ~f

verbal communication, stimulation and individual attention.
kitchen is one of the rooms in the day care

ce~ter

If a

then the chil

dren can either eat there on a rotating basis or in their rooms as
a small group.

A relaxed attitude toward food can help to

elimi~

nate culturally induced guilt feelings over wasting food and
anxiety over eating more for health.
Sleeping for young infants consists of 18 hours a day and
should be in a designated sleeping room with cribs, changing
table and a caregiver.

The infant caregiver is' responsible for

all the care of the four youngest infants, moving them into· their
.own groups gradually as they spend more and more time awake with
the actual transfer being made no later than 6 - 7 months.

There

the infant shall remain until he leaves the program, returning
to the nursery for naps until there is no more room °in the nursery
or until he can nap with his group.
Each caregiver can be called

b~

his first name or nickname

which would make it easier for the child to use.
Discipline in a day care center

~or

infants and toddlers

often consists of preventing one child from hurting another'.

Dis

plays of emotion such as anger should be allowed so that the
children learn that the loss or emotional control, either by
adult or by children,

nee~

not be disastrous.

Destruction of

things that don't matter should be allowed as "it helps to release
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nervous tension.

Gare of objects that do matter is also impor

tant for the child to learn.

An example of a display of anger in

the form of biting should be handled by the adults preventing him
from biting by holding him and saying,

tlr won't let you bfte,tI

and reassuring him of love and understanding of his need for
power and self-assertion.

There should never by any slapping or

spanking as these methods only serve to relieve the adults own
anger.

The toddler is a difficult age group to know, to predict

and to plan for as they arouse conflicts which we have ourselves: ,
independence vs. dependence, stubborness vs. angelic submissive

.

ness 76

,

..
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CHAPI'ER FIVE

JUSTIFICATION AS A SYSTEM
The justification of. these guidelines for .infant and toddler
group day care can be fotmd in the research already conducted in
the field of early child development.

The fear of "institutional:"

ism" which Rene Spitz and others have reported finding in foundling
hospitals where .the impersonal care and tmderstimulation led to
deprivation, retardation and even death has affected thinking on
group care for infants and toddlers.

The children Spitz described

suffered from lack of affection, stimulation, ' challenge, and freedam to act.

They experienced

group care.

Day care and insti tuti~nal care have only one major

feature in common:

congreg~ted

and not individualized

children in groups.

Single versus Multiple Mothering
The next question to be dealt with is:

can agency based group

day care for infants and toddlers provide all that is necessary for
healthy growth and development without disturbing the infant's ability
to form ·attachments? Absence of maternal

at~achment

is seen as a

cause of deviant patterns of affective relationships with other
people by Goldfarb , Provence and Lipton and summaries by Bowlby,
77
Yarrow and Ainsworth.
Casler challenges this inference and ex
plains .that perhaps deficits shown by non-attached children are more
the product of inadequate environmental stimulation than of mater
nal attachment. 78
...
AinSworth describes attacbment as an affectional tie to a
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a specific person which may wax and wane as a" 'function of the
situation but which as an enduring quality, can survive even ad
verse socio~econom±Ccircumstances.79

It is characterized by the

maint.e nance of proximity, by mutual.pleasure in a relationship and
by reciprocal need gratification.. In her study of attachment in
Uganda 15 month old infants, she found · that "warmth of mother,
care by people in addition to mother and

us~

of scheduled versus

demand feeding bore. no relationship to strength'_oi' attachment and .
'

concluded that, "there is no evidence that care by severa 1 people
necessarily interferes' with the development of healthy ~ttachment. ,,80
Another project on attachment by Schaffer and Emerson studied
longitudinally 60 infants ranging from 21 to 78 weeks.

They found

indiscriminate attachment behavior during the second quarter and
specific attachment during the third quarter of the first year de
fined as:

resistance to separation, calling for mother, positive

emotional response shown upon sighting a returning mother, and
gaining proximity when she came upon the scene.

Their conclusions

were that "attachment was unrelated to whether the attacliment ob
ject had had a major responsibility for the child's physical care;
maternal availability to child did not differentiate significantly
among infants who formed exclusive attachments from those who attach
ed to more than one object; children who had extensive contacts with
other people independent of the nature of the mother-child re18
tionship, tended to show broader attachment patterns than did
children who had limited conta ct with people". 81
Are these traits liabilities for children growing up in today's
world or are they values and qualities that we need to nurture
and .foster in our children so that they are prepared to survive in
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in the future • . Margaret Mead feels that children in today's
world need to go many places without fear and to interact with
many people .

She questions the advocacy of a very close tie

between mother and child, · and suggests that wider experiences
"in the arms of many individuals in different degress of inti
macy, if possible of different races might repr.e sent the more
adaptive experience for young child;en.,82

.

It is the nuclear family which has isolated itself
and 8S
.
.

8 result ~ecome

so concerned with territoriality, mine and yours.

Day care programs actually represent a return toward a.pattern
that is more normal and adaptive for the species.-·o ne of · sharing
in the socialization process of children.

The trend is towards

utilizing societies' resources to foster optimal development
for its children . .

Peer Group Attachment
This is the basic idea behind the Israeli Kibbutz where
collective child-rearing takes place.
becomes the children's parents by

From birth the kibbutz

pr~viding

good physical care,

educating them, socializing them through metapelets (child care
givers) and the peer group.

Stimulation comes from metapelets and

peer group and emotional needs are met me inly by the parents who
usually spend a few hours each evening with their children.

-The

parents' feelings of commitment, creativity, and.investment are
transferred to the community in the kibbutz where everyone knows
how much his work contributes to the

ch~ldren's

well-being.

this way, pressures from physical care do not interfere with

In
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emotional giving because according to Bettleheim, "it is the
reestablishment of deep emotional family ties that they (the
parents) feel would enslave them and their children if they be
came the infant's main source of security. n83 They want their
children to learn that security derives also from the peer group
and the metapelet.
According to Bettleheim, security is made up of physical
security consisting of food, shelter, rest and other bodily com
forts,

a protection from excessive stimulation, and companion

ship, the filling of social and emotional needs, which can be
provided by one mother or the kibbutz.

The dynamic counterpart

of this same and continuous provider, is separation anxiety,
the fear of desertion which dev.elops in a child after he has
learned to trust and rely on the sameness and continuity of the.
outside providers.

What counts for the infant in the earliest

stage of development is ,the ratio , in the infant's experience of
basic trust, versus basic mistrust. 'Bettleheim"states that "the
more the child's trust depends on the sameness and continuity of
single provider, the more devastating the basic mistrust caused

8

by the loss of that person. u84

Separation "8nxiety is reduced ,: :for

the kibbutz child who, when the outside providers leave or even
a cribmate leaves, is not left alone as there are other peers in
his room.

The kibbutz suggests then, that basic trust can be

achieved with much less sameness and continuity of the outside
provider so long as continuous providing is guaranteed.

Also it

.

suggests that trust in one's self can develop even if.there is no

.

threat of the outside providerleav:ngj that self-control over one's
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asocial urges can develop out of a desire to keep the willing
companionship of the peer group.85
In other studies, Freud and Dann found that children separated
from their mothers who have had prolonged contact with each other,
show intense peer attachment which can possibly ' substitute for
maternal attachment; and Harlow in his studies·. of nonhuman pri
mates, feels that peer attachments are actually mare critical for
subsequent species' normal social and sexual behavior than is
maternal attachment. 86
We have a lot to learn about collective child-rearing and peer
,group life on the kibbutz and their implications for nurturing
healthier and happier people, relationships and . a 'better society.
In studies conducted by Israelis, there is strong evidence that
the near absence of delinquency is a direct result of kibbutz
raised children.

There are no battered children in the kibbutz

and as Bettleheim states, "in the kibbutz, things can never get as '
bad as they may between. alone mother and her infant, because
there is more than one person taking care of the infant." 81

Maternal and Child Health Intervention and Prevention
In the area of prevention, agency based infant and toddler
t

day care programs will have a great impact as they provide the

I'

opportunity for early detection of physical, emotional and social

!

problems in children and their families.

f

I

Too often, these pro-

blems do not come to public attention until the child enters
school and in many cases -it is too late.

According to Caldwell

and Richmond, the first three years represent a crucial period for

fI
I
I
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for the prevention of' learning deficits. 88 By bringing immediate
attention to the problem through referral to medical and social
services in the community, breakdown in family relationships and
health can be avoided.

And these preventive health services can

be carried into the home and extended to other members of the
family.

Intervention and prevention services can include unborn

children in the form of genetic counseling and prenatal care.
All these services must work to free-up parents from the many
stresses and strains of a pressure-producing SOCiety so that they
can be emotionally free to really give of themselves to their
children, and to prepare children to deal with the multiple as
pects of the environment and the future.

Keeping versus Developing ,
Agency based group day care for infants and toddlers offers the '. child
more than just

8

babysitting service; that is not enough.

If offers him

the freedom to be himself, to be less ,affected by his parents'
emotional problems if they exist, and the possibility to develop
to his fullest capacity physically, emotionally, and intellectually.
Agency based group day care provides parents with reliability,
quality care, learning opportunities, professional staff and for
the person caught in the cycle of poverty, it offers a chance to
escape, to b'e free' of the need for publiC assistance and a hope
for their children.
It is ' my hope ,that these guidelines represent
the whole child so that

8S

8

concern for

..

he grows and matures he wil.l experience

joy and' happiness in learning, feel free to ask questions, to explore,

5~

to experiment and to be spontaneous.

Preparing children to deal

with the future, to go with change and to use change and leisure
time means to develop °his intellect which is the critical, crea
tive, and contemplative side of the mind.

According to Senn,

intellect "evaluates and looks for the meaning of situations as
8

whole.

It implies a special sense of the ultimate value and

the act of comprehension.

Socrates -struck its essence -when he

sa id tha t the unexamined life is not worth living. ,,89

.
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REMAINING PROBLEMS
It is my aim that these guidelines will help to overcome
public attitude toward group care for infants and toddlers so
that it can be recognized as an institutional need and supported
on an institutional level.

The official position of child wel

fa·re organizations is condemnation of any form of group care for
children under three except on an experimental basis with some
programs emerging on a grass-roots level.

Present public attitude

toward child care centers in general remains the same pointing
to the

negativ~

features such as impersonality, excessive struc

ture like school, dangers to health, a facility serving the poor
and disadvantaged,

untrained personnel, unsanitary conditions,

-J:.8'ck "'Of -cont'r ols , .'-and .''8 rdumping 'ground , :for pl'l'ent,s wbe ·dG- -'net 'W&Dt
to care for their children.

According to Ruderman, these attitudes

are the result of applying a IJresidual framework to an 'institutional' need and they account for lack of

availabil~ty,

public

apathy, and absence of support. It 90 The service has not yet
faced up to the need and therefore it is not providing the appro
priete kinds of services.
8

Transportation, ~. cost .,

no provision for

sick child, serving children from 3 - 6 years are a few of the

remaining problems.

Ruderman

fe~ls

that the problem's "most basic

cause is the absence of a comprehensive philosophy of supplementary
child care service, within which day care could be developed a8 a
good and attra ct i ve form of supplementary child care, rather than
as ei';her a social work s"ervice to troubled .families, or as
co~ercialized

form of custodial care.

8

Day care at p,resent is

V
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largely unrelated to the actual total needs for supplementary
child care in the connnunity, ,,91
Guidelines for infant and toddler group care programs

are

part of the answer but multiple problems need multiple approaches
which according to Emlen "seek to understand the varied needs of
the day care consumer and that pursue child

dev~lopment

objectiveS

within a context of programs designated to strengthen the con

I

!

tributions of supplemental child cafe to' family life. ,,92
Families in the United States have relinquished part of the
socialization process of their children to institutionfl_

Urie

Bronfenbrenner raise; the cultural question of whether day care
. separates the child from his family and reduces families" feel
ings of responsibility or whether it helps families maintain
their role as the primary and proper agent for the process of
making human beings human .93

He feels that in a society where

goals are clear day care is possibly good.
has no clear cut goals.

But the United States

When day care can occupy two full years

of the first seven years (8,000 hours) of waking hours, a center
cannot help but teach social values

a~d

L

beliefs.

Day care can serve to enhance family life but our goals are
not clear cut.

The parent-surrogate institutions which have taken

over part of thesoc.ialization process db not demand the same
. emotional commitment that the kibbutz demands of its members. ' Urie
Bronfenbrenner feels that "one of the signs that

8

socie~y

is

beginning to lose its vitality is that children cease to be cen
tral in the lives of the people.

Itr

If you want to turn society

around, it's around children that you ha:ve tlle hope of doing it. "9"~

I·
f.

II
i

I
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I believe our Israeli Kibbutz is our children.

Whether

they are raised at home, in family day care or group day care,
it is our responsibility that they receive the best care.
that care can be provided by group day care, in the

fut~e,

Now,
we

must regard child-rearing as not something for everyone, but,
only for those who really wnt -to and are
children.

For, as Isaacs states

'tionand 'sympathy:

"Child~en

trai~ed

to raise

need all our affec

but they need also all our intelligence and

our patient and serious efforts to understand the ways of their
menta 1 growth. 1195

.\
I

j
./
!
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QUESTIONNAmE
for parents of children us ing Fruit and Flower Day Nursery
I em a, student at Portland State University School of SOCial Work
and am interested in your feelings about group day care for infants and
toddlers (up to 3 yrs.). Your opinions would be most helpful to me in pre
paring a rese~rch paper on day care. Would you please fill in this ques
tionnaire and return it ,t o the office at your early convenience. 
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth H. Minifie
Hi!

Please list your children by first name, age and sex.
Name

Age

Sex

Name

Age

Sex

Name

Age

Sex

Name

Age

Sex

Marital Status:

Sex:

Married

Female

Male

Divorced
Separated
Single
Widow, vidower
Are you working
at home
\

'If applies:

school

, other

,

__ , in school

, in job training
'1

Your spouse is working
_, other
, at home

, in

, in job training
'l

How is/was your infant or toddler (0-3 yr.) cared for'?
relative,
neighbor,
day care home

,

was

group day care
,
in home care
..
,
it licensed'?
- , ~~---

Would you want your infant or toddler in group day care'l
, Why'?

Yes

No

With what size program would you and your child feel most comfortable'l
0-20 children
, 20 to 40 children
,
40-60 children
, 60 e'oo over
How young would you start your child

month,s •

---L
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Page 2
Questionnaire
How many hours of the day dO/did you need care for your infant or toddler?

Monday
hours
. Tuesday _ _- __ hours
hours
Wednesday
hours
Thursday
Friday
hours

-------

Whom do you think the director of a day care program for infants and toddlers
should be?
Early Child Development Expert
Teacher
Other
Nurse
Mother
Female
Sex: Male
Social ·Worker
What qualities would you like to see in the persons caring for your children?

Would you'want your child to be grouped with:
Children of his own age
Mixed age group 0-3 yrs.
Both
Since planning for day care can only be done by involving the parents it
serves, how do you best see your involvement on a continuing basis?

Are you willing to meet with the staff?
Individually
Once a week
In a group
Once a month
Other
In your home

-------

Comments:

Name ( Options 1)
Thank you again for your help in filling out this questionnerie.

I

j

~?

TABLE 1
Size of day care program preferred for .infants and toddlers
by families with children enrolled in Fruit and Flower Day Nur

sery:
.0 - 20 Children

30 Families

20 - 40 Children

2 Families

40 ... 60 Children

o Families

60 and over

o Families

No

2 FamilieS

preference

34 Families responding

Total:

to . questionnaire

..
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TABLE 2

Preferences for director of infant and toddler day care program:

SINGLE · RESPONSES

. 'MULTIPLE 'RESPONSES

10

Teacher

2

Nurse ·

7

8

.Mother

Social Worker

2

3.

4

. Early Child Development

19

3

3

EXpert

other .

No Opinion

11

3

3

w
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TABLE

3

Type of contact with staff preferred by parents responding
to questionnaire:

GrotW.:

6

Individual:

5

Multiple (2 or more
categories checked):

13

No Response:

10

Total:

34

Frequericy of contact with agency:
Once a week:

4

Once a month:

15
8

other:
I

No Response:
Tot~:

7

34

~ I
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TABLE 4

Grouping of 'c hildren preferred by parents responding to
questiormaire:

Own Age:

Mixed:

. <Both:

According to Child 1 s
Comfortableness:. .

Total:

15 .

5

".12

2

34

u
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TABLE 5

Response to ·whether parents wanted their infant or todd
ler in group day care.

23

Yes:

No:

8

No Response:

3

34

Total:

Response to how young they

. Under 1 year:

wo~d

start their child.

7

Under 2 years:

11

Over 2 years

16

Total:

34
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